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Abstract

Low-energy trauma and fragility fractures represent a major public health problem. The societal cost of the fragility fractures that occurred in Sweden 2010 has been estimated at €4 billion.

In rheumatoid arthritis (RA), patient outcomes have improved greatly in recent years. However, the therapeutic decision making is still hampered by a lack of effective validated biomarkers. The cost of RA in Sweden 2010 has been estimated at €600 million, of which biologic drugs was €180 million.

Digital X-ray radiogrammetry (DXR) is a method to measure bone mineral density (BMD) in the metacarpals of the hand. It can be applied opportunistically in several workflows where a person is already at an X-ray machine, including fracture repositioning follow up, mammography screening and hand imaging in RA. This thesis explored DXR-BMD as a marker to identify individuals who would benefit from anti-osteoporotic treatment, change rate of DXR-BMD as a biomarker in RA and under what conditions historical X-ray images can be used to estimate DXR-BMD. An automated method for measurement of joint space width in metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal joints was also developed and evaluated as a biomarker in RA.

Low DXR-BMD was predictive for hip fractures and predicted fragility fractures to a comparable degree as other BMD measurement sites. Rapid decrease of DXR-BMD was a strong and independent predictor for progression of radiographic damage in RA when manual radiographic progression scores were not available. Change of metacarpal joint space width was a statistically significant but weak predictor of joint space narrowing score progression. Guidelines and considerations for use of historical X-ray radiographs for DXR-BMD measurements in clinical trials have been developed and published.
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Benskörhetsrelaterade frakturer är ett stort hälsoproblem och en stor samhällsekonomisk belastning i Sverige. Den ekonomiska kostnaden enbart för de benskörhetsrelaterade frakturer som inträffade i Sverige under 2010 har uppskattats till 14 miljarder kronor om man exkluderar de negativa hälsoeffekterna för de personer som drabbas och 39 miljarder kronor om man räknar med förlust av kvalitetsjusterade levnadsår.

Även reumatoid artrit (RA) är en sjukdom med stora hälsomässiga och ekonomiska konsekvenser. Stora framsteg i behandlingen av sjukdomen har gjorts under de senaste årtiondena och nydebuterade patienter idag har betydligt lägre risk för handicap än för 20 år sedan. Trots framstegen så försvåras fortfarande det kliniska beslutsfattandet av begränsningar med de biomarkörer som finns tillgängliga vid klinikerna. Kostnaden för RA i Sverige 2010 har uppskattats till 5,6 miljarder kronor varav knappt en tredjedel utgjordes av biologiska läkemedel.

Automatiserad digital röntgenradiogrammetri (DXR) är en metod att mäta innehållet av benmineral i skelettet (BMD) i handen. Då metoden baseras på en enkel handröntgen kan man tänka sig flera vårdflöden där metoden kan appliceras opportunistiskt när en patient redan står vid en röntgenmaskin, till exempel vid uppföljning efter handledsfraktur, vid mammografi eller vid handröntgen inom reumatoid artrit.

I den här avhandlingen studerades DXR-BMD som en markör för att identifiera individer som skulle ha nytta av benstärkande behandling, förändring av bentätheten i handen som biomarkör för att stödja behandlingsbeslut inom RA samt under vilka förutsättningar man kan använda historiska röntgenbilder till att uppskatta bentätheten i handen. En metod för att med automatisk bildanalys mäta vidd av ledspalter i händerna utvecklades också och utvärderades som biomarkör inom RA.

Låg bentäthet i handen var starkt prediktivt för att senare drabbas av höftfraktur. En snabb sänkning av bentätheten i handen var en stark markör för utveckling av ledskador hos patienter med reumatoid artrit. Minskning av vidden av de ledspalter som utvärderades var en statistiskt signifikant men svag prediktor för utveckling av ledskada. Riktlinjer för hur man kan använda historiska handröntgenbilder för att uppskatta bentätheten har också tagits fram.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

1.1.1. Fragility fractures and osteoporosis

Low-energy trauma and fragility fractures represent a major public health problem. It is estimated that the global incidence of hip fractures will increase from 1.7 million in 1990 to 6.26 million in 2050 [1]. The incidence rate of hip fractures in Sweden is among the highest in the world and of Swedes, who have reached the age of 50, more than 1/5 women and 1/10 men will suffer a hip fracture during their lifetime [2].

In a review of the economic burden of fragility fractures in the European Union, Hernlund found that in 2010 3.5 million new fragility fractures were sustained, including 610 000 hip fractures, 520 000 vertebral fractures and 2.4 million other fractures (e.g. forearm, pelvis, rib and other fractures) [2]. The cost of those fragility fractures were estimated to be €37.4 billion, excluding the value of lost quality adjusted life years (QALY), with hip fractures accounting for 54% of the total costs. The deaths directly attributable to these fractures resulted in 26 000 life years lost in the EU27 2010. Including the cost of lost QALYs the cost of the fragility fractures occurring in EU27 2010 was estimated at €98 billion and €4 billion in Sweden alone. The lowest proportion of costs attributable to pharmacological intervention in EU27 was observed in Sweden (2%).

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines a fragility fracture as "a fracture caused by injury that would be insufficient to fracture a normal bone...the result of reduced compressive and/or torsional strength of bone" [3].

The disease osteoporosis has been defined and redefined multiple times and by multiple organizations. One internationally recognized definition of osteoporosis is that of the 2000 National Institutes of Health Consensus Development Conference: “Osteoporosis is defined as a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone strength predisposing to an increased risk of fracture. Bone strength reflects the integration of two main features: bone density and bone quality. Bone density is expressed as grams of mineral per area or volume and in any given individual is determined by peak bone mass and amount of bone loss. Bone quality refers to architecture, turnover, damage accumulation (e.g., microfractures) and mineralization. A fracture occurs when a failure-inducing force (e.g., trauma) is applied to osteoporotic bone. Thus, osteoporosis is a significant risk factor for fracture, and a distinction between risk factors that affect bone metabolism and risk factors for fracture must be made” [4].
In 1994, a WHO work group created a diagnostic definition of osteoporosis [5] based on the number of standard deviations (SD) difference from a normal bone mineral density (BMD) of an individual of the same sex and same ethnicity (i.e. -2.5 SD), measured at specific sites and with specific equipment. The definition also included a lower severity category, osteopenia (-1.0 SD). This definition of osteoporosis was specifically intended for use in epidemiological studies but was taken up as standard in clinical practice.

This definition has since been revised to remove dependency on sex and ethnicity, as well as changing measurement sites, but the uncleanness of this definition and inclusion of osteopenia may have contributed to the current severe underutilization of measures to reduce the economic and human burden of fragility fractures caused by osteoporosis.

There is a large gap between the number of individuals eligible for anti-osteoporotic medication and the number of people actually receiving treatment. In Sweden, approximately 358 000 women and 41 000 men are estimated to be eligible for anti-osteoporotic treatment, but only 100 000 and 15 000 respectively receive treatment [2].

New methods and processes to economically identify individuals who would benefit from anti-osteoporotic treatment have the potential to reduce this gap and contribute large economic and human savings to society.

1.1.2. Rheumatoid arthritis, bone involvement and peri-articular osteoporosis

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a progressive, chronic, systemic autoimmune disease characterized by inflammation and synovitis in joints [6][7][8]. Peri-articular osteoporosis is one well known characteristic of RA [9]. Elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines mediate osteoclast activation and lead to destruction of cartilage and bone in joints [10].

The RA disease can have severe and debilitating effects on the life of the individual patient and RA does also affect mortality [11]. The prevalence of RA among adults in Europe is around 400-500 per 100000 adults, with an incidence rate in the order of 20-40 new cases per year [12].

The societal cost of RA is substantial. The cost of the disease in only Sweden in 2010 was estimated to be €600 million, of which approximately 60% was disability pensions and sick leave, 30% was biological drugs, and inpatient care, outpatient care and conventional drugs made up the remaining 10% [13].

The most commonly used drugs to treat RA patients are disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) including methotrexate (MTX), and corticosteroids. Around 2000, a new class of
drugs was introduced that was engineered to target specific cytokines or pathways in the RA disease. Several of those new biological drugs, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF) antibodies and receptor antagonists, have been shown effective to inhibit the RA disease. This new category of drugs has, together with improved use of MTX and corticosteroids, contributed to greatly improved patient outcomes over the last decade. Despite clear efficacy though, the cost effectiveness of the biologic anti-rheumatic drugs including TNF blockers is not obvious in all patients, even among patients who did not initially respond effectively in clinical markers to initial treatment with MTX [13][14][15][16].

Numerous quantitative markers are used to guide RA patient management and to assess treatment response; counts of tender and swollen joints, serological markers of rheumatoid factor and anti-citrullinated protein antibodies, inflammation markers such as erythrocyte sedimentation rate or C-reactive protein, patient global health visual analogue scale; as well as more qualitative measures; radiology report, looking at joints with ultrasound, discussing with the patient, doctors global assessment, etcetera.

While patient outcomes have improved greatly in recent years, the therapeutic decision making in RA is still hampered by a lack of effective validated biomarkers. As a result, treatment decision making still has a substantial component of randomness and non-optimal use of resources. New effective biomarkers could improve therapeutic decision making in RA and increase the effect gained from the resources available.

1.1.3. Measurement of bone mineral density

**Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry**

Bone mineral density can be measured at a number of different sites and with a number of different technologies. The gold standard for measuring BMD is dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) [17]. DXA uses X-ray photons of two different energies to separate muscle and fat from the bone in the X-ray image and estimate the mass of bone mineral per area of projected bone [18]. DXA can be used to measure bone mineral density in many different parts of the body; femoral neck, total hip, lumbar vertebrae, calcaneus, radius, hands as well as user defined regions, for example joints. In fracture risk assessment and diagnosis of osteoporosis, femoral neck BMD is generally considered the most valid measurement site because it has been shown to have the strongest association with hip fractures [19]. While hip fractures are only one of many types of osteoporotic fractures, they make up a significant portion of the total cost of fragility fractures and often lead to severe consequences for the individual [2][20].
Quantitative computed tomography
Another method to estimate BMD is quantitative computed tomography (QCT). QCT of the central skeleton is strongly correlated to BMD measured by DXA when measured at the same site. It is generally considered to be similar to central DXA in fracture risk prediction even though there have not been as many studies using QCT [19]. QCT is available as an additional software for standard CT. Drawbacks of QCT compared to central DXA include a substantial radiation dose to the patient and higher cost. QCT also typically reports bone mineral mass per volume, rather than per projected area as most other BMD devices do. T- and Z-scores may therefore be less comparable to corresponding normalized scores from other BMD devices.

Radiographic absorptiometry
Radiographic absorptiometry is another method to estimate BMD. In this method, ordinary X-ray equipment is used and a metal wedge is imaged together with the bone to be measured. The bone white level is then compared to the levels of the metal wedge [21][22]. Radiographic absorptiometry is typically performed peripherally, in phalangeal or metacarpal bones, and is generally considered to have weaker association with hip fractures than BMD measures of the femoral neck or total hip.

Quantitative ultrasound
Another method to estimate fracture risk is quantitative ultrasound (QUS). Unlike BMD measurement methods, QUS devices instead measure properties such as speed of sound and broadband attenuation, and based on those measures calculate an index aiming to reflect fracture risk. QUS is usually measured peripherally, most commonly in the heel. Fracture risk assessment performance appears to vary substantially between different QUS devices [23]. Advantages of QUS include low cost, easy operation and a small device taking up little space. Lack of ionizing radiation to the patient is often also cited as an advantage of QUS, but in clinical practice the effective dose to the patient of most other BMD measurement methods is negligible in relation to the variation in clinical utility between devices.

Digital X-ray radiogrammetry
Digital X-ray radiogrammetry (DXR) is the primary BMD measurement method used and studied in the course of this thesis. Traditional radiogrammetry was first described in the sixties as a method to estimate bone mineral density and bone strength of tubular bones [24]. DXR is an automated version of radiogrammetry working on digital X-ray radiographs of the hand, applying radiogrammetry to measurement regions around the diaphysis of metacarpals 2, 3 and 4, Figure 1.
Figure 1. Hand X-ray with the measurement regions for digital X-ray radiogrammetry on metacarpals 2, 3 and 4 marked.

An original version of DXR that operated according to the same principles included also measurement regions in the radius and ulna [25][26] was replaced by the current method in 2001. The current method operates only on the metacarpal bones.

DXR uses a series of correlation methods followed by application of an active shape model [27] to locate the three middle metacarpal bones when placing the measurement regions. In each measurement region, the method applies a tubular bone model. Endosteal and periosteal edges of the cortical bone in the measurement regions along the length of the measurement regions are traced using a Djikstra path tracing based method [28], Figure 2.

The volume $V$ of the cortical bone region is estimated assuming a tubular shape; $V = L \times (\pi R^2 - \pi r^2) = L \times \pi \times CT \times (W - CT)$, where $L$ is the length of the measurement region, $R$ is the radius of the cylindrical bone, $r$ is the radius of the medullary cavity, $W$ is the width of the bone and $CT$ is the cortical thickness. The cortical bone volume per projected area is then $VPA = V / (L \times W) = \pi \times CT \times (1 - CT/W)$. The volume per projected area is calculated individually for each metacarpal measurement region and then combined to a weighted average, $VPA_{comb} = (VPA_2 + VPA_3 + 0.5 VPA_4)/2.5$. 
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The bone mineral mass per projected bone area BMD in the measurement region is estimated as

\[ BMD = \rho \times VPA_{comb} \times (1 - P), \]

where \( \rho \) is the volumetric bone mineral density of cortical bone and \( P \) is a porosity estimate, aimed to be the fraction of the cortical bone volume not occupied by bone. \( P \) is estimated by a textural analysis of the cortical bone region within the measurement region, based on that cavities in the cortical bone gives dark dents in the pixel profile in the X-ray projection of the region [26].

![Cross section](image)

**Figure 2. Illustration of principle operation of digital X-ray radiogrammetry in a single measurement region (figure printed with permission from Sectra). L: length of measurement region; R: periosteal radius; r: endosteal radius; CT: cortical thickness; W: width of the bone.**

The estimated DXR-BMD is compared to a reference database of healthy normal individuals to calculate T- and Z-scores [29].

The DXR method can be applied to hand X-ray images both from general radiology modalities and from mammography modalities. The effective dose of a hand X-ray is negligible, < 1 \( \mu \)Sv, equivalent to < 8 hours background radiation in Sweden.

Advantages of the DXR method compared to DXA is that it requires no additional hardware, minimal training and can be combined with mammography for a very efficient screening workflow. The DXR method also has a very high reproducibility [30][31].
The primary disadvantage of DXR compared to DXA is that it does not measure the BMD in the femoral neck and has weaker gradient for hip fractures than DXA BMD of the femoral neck.

1.2. General aims and specific research questions

The general aims of this thesis were to study the validity of hand bone loss measured with the DXR method as a biomarker in early RA and to investigate DXR performance relative to fracture risk assessment. It was also an ambition to further extend the technique to try to further improve detection of early signs of increased risk for skeletal damage in RA. The thesis was also intended to address the issue of when historical hand X-ray images that were not acquired strictly according to the protocol for DXR images can be used in clinical studies.

The following more specific research objectives were defined in planning the thesis:

1) Under what conditions can DXR-BMD detect increased bone loss in RA?
2) Under what conditions is an increased bone loss of prognostic value in RA?
3) How are the DXR-BMD changes related to other prognostic factors in RA?
4) Under what conditions can DXR-BMD be used to evaluate treatment effect in patients with RA?
5) Can DXR-BMD be used to screen for osteoporosis?
   a) in conjunction with mammography?
   b) at follow-up of wrist fractures?
6) Can additional image processing, on the same images as used for calculation of DXR-BMD, give further improvement on prediction and treatment follow up in RA?
2. Material and methods

2.1. Paper I

In an ambition to contribute to the body of knowledge regarding the research objectives 1-4 listed above, the design idea for paper I was to use an existing early RA cohort with existing hand X-ray images at both baseline and follow up visit, estimate metacarpal BMD with the DXR method at both baseline and follow up, and to relate initial changes in metacarpal bone density to radiographic outcome and to other clinical measures of RA activity.

Paper I utilized the BARFOT (Better Anti-Rheumatic FarmakOTherapy) cohort [32]. BARFOT is a multicenter observational study of patients with early RA satisfying the 1987 American College of Rheumatology (ACR) classification criteria [9]. Between 1993 and 1999, 839 patients between ages 18 and 80 were enrolled into BARFOT at 6 study centers. 379 patients had accessible and readable radiographs that fulfilled the technical requirements to be eligible for measurement of DXR-BMD at both baseline and the 1 year visit. Clinical, laboratory and radiographic data was collected during a follow up period of 8 years. During the observation period, patients were treated according to clinical judgment of their rheumatologist, except for 166 patients who participated in a randomized low-dose glucocorticoid steroid study [33].

Radiographic damage was evaluated using the van der Heijde modified Sharp score method [34]. If both hands were available at both baseline and 1 year, the average BMD change of left and right hands was used, otherwise only the BMD change in the hand that was available at both visits was used.

Descriptive statistics of loss of BMD, clinical variables and radiographic score changes were presented. Independence of association to radiographic outcome was tested using multiple logistic regression models.

2.2. Paper II

Radiographs obtained solely for visual diagnosis are often not obtained in accordance with the acquisition protocol for DXR. To address the applicability of the method used in papers I, III, IV and many other papers, paper II was designed to investigate when historical X-ray images acquired outside the acquisition protocol for DXR are appropriate for use in clinical studies, and when they are not.
Repeat radiographs were acquired of a set of 5 cadaver hand phantoms (The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY), Figure 3. The phantoms were built from natural human hand bones and cast inside a material with similar X-ray attenuation as hand soft tissue. The phantoms were selected to represent the range of BMD values typically encountered in clinical practice.

The most common deviations from the DXR imaging protocol in cohorts that had previously been processed with DXR were identified and a set of phantom positioning variations were defined to test each of the protocol deviations.

![Image acquisition of a cadaver hand phantom. A small block was placed under the base of the thumb, causing different degrees of supination.](image)

The influence of the different deviations from the DXR protocol was evaluated by the variation in mean absolute DXR-BMD, normalized to the average DXR-BMD for each individual phantom specimen when imaged under reference protocol conditions.

### 2.3. Paper III

Paper III addressed research objective 5b. The study design idea was to collect hand radiographs from the digital archives of emergency care hospitals, measure BMD with the DXR method, and follow up hip fracture outcome using the Swedish national registers of hip fracture diagnoses, treatment and death.

The digital archives of three major emergency care hospitals in the Stockholm region were queried for left hand and wrist radiographs. A total of 45,538 radiographs acquired between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2008 were extracted. Each image was manually reviewed for suitability for BMD measurement by DXR. To be included for further analysis, the radiograph had to visualize the three middle metacarpals sufficiently, be without any fractures, plaster, fixation pins or other foreign material in the measurement regions, and show an acceptable
positioning of the metacarpals. In total 18,824 hand X-rays from 15,072 patients were considered suitable for DXR analysis.

Hip fracture events were identified through the National Patient Register and the National Cause of Death Register provided by the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare (ICD-10 codes S72.0, S72.1, S72.2, NFJ, NFB and death). Date of fracture diagnosis, death or study end was used as censoring time. Only patients older than 40 years were selected for further analysis.

Cox regression was used to calculate age-adjusted hazard ratio per standard deviation of DXR-BMD (HR/SD). Age adjusted receiver-operator characteristics (ROC) and area under curve (AUC) were calculated and used for comparison to other studies.

2.4. Paper IV

The purpose of paper IV was to address research objective 6 and to evaluate the reliability, validity and feasibility of a novel automated method for measurement of joint space width (JSW) in early RA. Within the scope of this thesis, a method for fully automated measurement of JSW of metacarpophalangeal joints (MCP) 2, 3 and 4 and proximal interphalangeal joints (PIP) 2 and 3 was developed and refined. The method automatically locates MCP 2, 3 and 4 and PIP 2 and 3. MCP joints were measured radially over an angular span of 3π/8 radians of the metacarpal head and PIP joint spaces were measured in parallel over a 5.5 mm wide region, Figure 4. The design and development of the automatic JSW method is further discussed in section 4.1.3.

The predictive value on RA outcome was then tested using a similar approach as in paper I by analyzing an existing early RA cohort. On that material parameter JSW was digitally acquired using the developed software and compared to gold standard, i.e. manual scoring of joint space narrowing.

Paper IV utilized the SWEFOT multicenter early RA randomized controlled treatment trial cohort [35]. Patients enrolled in this cohort had RA according to the ACR criteria [9]. Disease duration was < 1 year and the patients were disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARD) naïve. All patients were initially started on methotrexate (MTX) monotherapy. Patients, who did not show sufficient response after 3 months, were randomized either to MTX + sulfasalazine + hydrochloroquine or to MTX + infliximab.

Clinical, laboratory and radiographic data was collected during 2 years. Radiographic damage was evaluated using the van der Heijde modified Sharp score method [34]. Patients, who had correctly timed radiographs usable for DXR analysis and had clinical data available, were included in this study of automatic JSW analysis.
Short term in vivo reproducibility was evaluated using a separate dataset with 30 healthy volunteers with 3 repeat radiographs each.

JSW was measured at baseline and after 1 year. Only images when DXR-BMD could be measured were analyzed. The JSW measures were aggregated to two scores; average JSW of MCP 2, 3 and 4 (MCP234) and average JSW of PIP 2 and 3 (PIP23). If both hands were available at both baseline and 1 year, the average JSW of left and right hands was used, otherwise only the JSW in the hand that was available at both visits was used.

Descriptive statistics of change in JSW, clinical variables and radiographic joint space narrowing score (JSN) changes were presented. Independency of association to radiographic outcome was tested using multivariate linear regression models.

2.5. Ethical aspects

All studies including human subjects were performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. All data collection and patient information sheets were evaluated by regional ethics committees prior to the individual studies.
3. Summary of results

3.1. Paper I: Does digital X-ray radiogrammetry have a role in identifying patients at increased risk for joint destruction in early rheumatoid arthritis?

The objective of this 8-year-longitudinal study was to explore hand bone loss as a marker for increased risk of joint destruction in patients with early rheumatoid arthritis.

66% of the patients had a decrease in DXR-BMD greater than the smallest detectable difference (SDD). Radiographic progression after 2, 5 and 8 years, as defined by the van der Heijde modified Sharp score (SHS) of hands and feet, was associated with decrease in DXR-BMD greater than SDD and decrease of DXR-BMD by tertiles (no/small, moderate and great decrease), Figure 5.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Radiographic progression from baseline to 8 years, stratified by tertiles of decrease in DXR-BMD during year 1. SHS: van der Heijde modified Sharp score.

With permission from Kristina Forslind. Originally published in [Paper I].
When change in SHS from baseline to 1 year was included in multiple logistic regression analysis, only change in SHS and anti-citrullinated protein antibody (ACPA) status were independent predictors for progression of SHS from baseline to 2 years. SHS is frequently not available in clinical practice; when change in SHS was not included in the multiple logistic regression model decrease in DXR-BMD, erosions at baseline, ACPA status and number of swollen joints were independent predictors for progression of SHS at 2 years.

Decrease in DXR-BMD was not significantly associated with disease activity score (DAS28) remission after 2, 5 and 8 years.


The average DXR-BMD of the 5 cadaver hand phantoms was 0.475 g/cm². All the evaluated image acquisition protocol deviations except voltage affected the measurement of DXR-BMD significantly, Table 1, Figure 6.

When the same image acquisition protocol deviation was repeated for the same specimen, the within-specimen reproducibility was smaller than 2 mg/cm² for all protocol deviations.

For all image acquisition protocol deviations except voltage and reduced exposure, the magnitude of the effect of the protocol deviation on the measured DXR-BMD was significantly dependent on the cadaver specimen.
Table 1. Impact of deviation from DXR image capture protocol on DXR-BMD. Mean absolute DXR-BMD normalized to the average DXR-BMD for the corresponding phantom specimen under DXR protocol conditions and p-values for the two null hypotheses that variance and mean respectively of measurements normalized to the average DXR-BMD for the corresponding phantom specimen are the same as under DXR protocol conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variatio</th>
<th>Mean absolute deviation in DXR-BMD [mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Variance equal DXR protocol p-value</th>
<th>Mean equal DXR protocol p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DXR protocol</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (52kV)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure (2.0mAs)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral displacement 6.6cm</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supination 1cm</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supination 2cm</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension of the wrist 8°</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.057&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral displacement 6.6cm + rotation 6°</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral displacement 6.6cm + supination 1cm</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge enhancement</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> 5 repeats in a single phantom.

Originally published in [Paper II].
3.3. Paper III: Digital X-ray radiogrammetry of hand or wrist radiographs can predict hip fracture risk--a study in 5,420 women and 2,837 men.

5,420 women and 2,837 men met the inclusion criteria of the study. The average age was 60.5 years in women and 57.8 years in men. The average observation period was 3.3 years. During the total observation period of 27,072 person years 122 patients suffered a fracture, 89 women and 33 men.

The age adjusted AUC for DXR-BMD to predict hip fracture within the observation period was 0.89 in women and 0.84 in men when evaluating the whole population and 0.83 and 0.80 respectively when restricting to only the 55-85 year age span.

The age adjusted hazard ratios for hip fracture during the observation period by DXR-BMD T-score in women and men in this cohort are shown in Figure 7. The hazard ratio per standard deviation for hip fracture was 2.5 and 2.1 respectively for women and men in the whole cohort and 2.3 and 2.0 respectively in the 55-85 year age group.
3.4. Paper IV: Reliability, validity and feasibility of a novel fully automated quantitative method developed for measurement of digital joint space width in inflammatory arthritis.

Out of the 487 patients in the SWEFOT trial, 119 both had radiographs applicable for DXR processing from both baseline and 1 year follow up available and had the applicable clinical data available. Of those, 98 patients had usable radiographs of both hands at both time points. The primary cause for exclusion of cases was that baseline and follow up X-ray images had been acquired with different imaging technologies.

Of the 119 cases with radiographs applicable for DXR processing, there was no case where MCP234 JSW could not be automatically measured successfully at both baseline and 1 year in at least one of the hands. The automatic measurement of PIP23 JSW failed for both hands at least one of the time points for 2 of the 119 cases and a change rate of PIP23 JSW could not be calculated for those two cases.

The mean (SD) change of MCP234 JSW from baseline to 1 year (Ch1YMCP234) was -0.020 (0.070) mm and corresponding mean (SD) change for PIP23 JSW (Ch1YPIP23) was -0.013 (0.054) mm. Short-term in vivo reproducibility in the 30 healthy volunteers was 1.4% for MCP234 JSW and 1.6% for PIP23 JSW, corresponding to an SDD of 0.062 mm for MCP234 and 0.041 mm for PIP23 JSW.
In univariate linear regression, Ch1YMCP234 was significantly associated with 1 year change in JSN (Ch1YJSN) while Ch1YPIP23 was not significantly associated to Ch1YJSN.

In a post-hoc test, a univariate linear regression with baseline JSN as dependent variable and baseline MCP234 JSW as explanatory variable was highly significant, $p=0.006$, $\beta=-67$. The model was not improved when adding baseline PIP23 JSW.

In multivariate linear regression for Ch1YJSN with stepwise elimination of the factor with highest p-value, $>0.05$, only ESR survived and all other tested risk factors; age, gender, ACPA, RF, C-reactive protein (CRP), DAS28, HAQ, presence of erosions at baseline (SHS$>0$), 1 year change in DXR-BMD (Ch1YBMD), Ch1YMCP234 and Ch1YPIP23 were eliminated in the stepwise elimination. The highest observed adjusted $R^2$ was achieved by a model, obtained about halfway through the elimination, including ESR, RF, DAS28, age and MCP234 JSW. In the corresponding elimination for change in JSN from year 1 to year 2 only Ch1YMCP234 survived the elimination.

No significant difference in Ch1YMCP234 was observed between the treatment groups of the SWEFOT trial.
4. Discussion

4.1. Methodological issues

4.1.1. Study design
To address the defined research questions, a strategy of collecting existing radiographs that had already been acquired for other purposes or studies was adopted and used for papers I, III and IV. This approach itself highlighted another research question; under what imaging parameter variations can pre-existing hand X-ray images be used for DXR-BMD measurement in clinical studies? This additional question was addressed in paper II.

Both paper I and paper IV were based on pre-existing longitudinal early RA cohorts. This retrospective design made the studies feasible economically and time wise, but also caused several limitations. Only data that was collected in the original cohorts was available for the studies. Ideally, data would have been available that would have enabled to make the studies to as well as possible mirror the way the methods would potentially be used in clinical practice. For example, based on the reproducibility of DXR-BMD and the observed levels of DXR-BMD loss in these and other previously analyzed early RA cohorts, a reasonable compromise between clinical usability and measurement accuracy would have been to use a follow up time of around 3 months, rather than the 12 months available in paper I and paper IV. This limitation was less critical for JSW in paper IV since that study was more explorative and less was known of JSW changes in early RA in advance of the study.

Both paper I and paper IV studied longitudinal changes over time, of BMD and of JSW respectively. When measuring change, the level of reproducibility is critical as it determines the accuracy of the change rate estimate. To achieve the level of reproducibility specified by the manufacturer, the same type of X-ray equipment, exposure parameters and hand positioning must be used at both time points. Since the X-ray images in the study cohorts used had already been acquired, these requirements were not taken into account when the image acquisition was originally done. A consequence, both of using existing studies and of the long time between the baseline and the follow up radiographs, was that many patients had been imaged by different modality models at baseline and follow up images. Many had the baseline image made with analogue X-ray and the follow up image with digital X-ray, or images made with digital X-ray but then printed on film. In both these cases the error level that could potentially be systematically introduced was considered large and those patient cases were discarded.
Also the patient cases that were retained had non-consistent exposure parameters and positioning that is avoided in prospective imaging acquired for digital analysis. In order to compare the level of reproducibility in the various study cohorts to each other, the variation in difference between baseline and follow up images in average outer metacarpal width in individuals was measured. The outer metacarpal width was selected because it was thought to be relatively stable over the time frame measured, would be affected by many of the acquisition protocol deviations that would affect DXR-BMD and it was also an easily assessable parameter using the DXR software. The intra-individual variation in metacarpal width was considerably larger in the cohorts of paper I and paper IV than in prospectively collected cohorts but it was similar to several other retrospectively collected cohorts (data not shown). However, this indicates that the estimation of BMD change in retrospective studies (paper I and IV) probably is considerably less accurate compared to prospective studies where acquisition parameters can be held consistent.

Paper II was designed to guide the design and interpretation of clinical studies where DXR-BMD measurements are based on pre-existing X-ray images. The DXR-BMD algorithm assumes and checks that the acquisition parameters and positioning is held constant at specified levels. A number of acquisition variations have been investigated before [36], but several of the parameters that in our experience commonly vary between baseline and follow up images in historical cohorts have not previously been investigated.

Edge enhancement and other forms of image post processing are commonly used to improve digital images. These are highly relevant for the DXR-BMD reproducibility. However, the effect of edge enhancement on DXR-BMD can be expected to be strongly dependent on the actual implementation and an evaluation of a single implementation of edge enhancement may therefore not be generalizable.

We choose to use anthropomorphic hand phantoms based on cadaver bones for this study rather than using human subjects. While this had the advantage of not exposing human subjects to additional radiation, it also caused a number of limitations. The phantoms were rigid while the bones in the human hand are likely to move or twist slightly relative to each other for example at supination or extension. The extension of the wrist variation was also not possible to perform with 4 of the phantoms due to their shape and rigidity.

Another limitation is that only a relatively small number of phantom specimens were available. The study showed that different specimens were affected to different degrees by several of the positioning variations, Figure 6. Thus it would have been desirable with a larger sample of specimens or individuals to achieve a more accurate estimation of the significance of the different imaging variations.
For paper III, a new cohort was collected from existing left hand X-ray images. Three large emergency care hospitals in the Stockholm region were selected based on feasibility. Outcome data was then collected from national registers. This strategy enabled this study with a large number of patients and patient years to be carried out relatively swiftly and with moderate use of resources. It did however also lead to several limitations.

The amount of information available about each patient was limited. Because the cohort was collected retrospectively, we did not have the opportunity to collect additional risk factors, e.g. those that are included in FRAX. We also did not have the opportunity to do central DXA measurements for comparison. The lack of FRAX and DXA-BMD data makes the comparison of the predictive performance more difficult. This is because AUC and relative risk/SD are influenced not only by the predictive value of the method, but also by the distribution of the cohort.

We also lacked information about the reason why a patient had their hand X-ray made. That poses limitations for what subanalyses can be made and what generalizations that can be made.

Hand-dominance might affect the measurements due to different load. In this retrospective study it was not possible to obtain information about hand dominance. To minimize the influence of uneven loading we therefore decided to collect only left hand images. In Sweden approximately 90% are right handed, so thus a large majority of the cases had their non-dominant hand analyzed.

It is likely that some of the patients included in the study were already receiving treatment for reducing incidence of fracture. That information was not available at the time of the study. Eventual treatment for osteoporosis would however cause an underestimation of the predictive value of DXR-BMD in this study.

Due to the fact that the X-ray images in paper III had been acquired for other purposes and the DXR protocol was not used in the images acquisition, the accuracy of the DXR-BMD measurements was suboptimal. However, based on the results of paper II, as well as previous studies and computer simulations of the impact of measurement inaccuracy on fracture risk gradient, this slight inaccuracy should not have significantly influenced the results of the study.

While papers I, III and IV had retrospective designs, the hypotheses for the different studies were set as for prospective studies; define research question, define statistical tests, measure BMD/JSW, perform statistics, analyze the results.
4.1.2. Representativeness of the study populations

The best practice for management of early RA patients is ever evolving. There has been a shift during the last 20 years to better use of methotrexate, corticosteroids and new biological drugs, all contributing to a dramatic improvement of patient outcomes. There has also been a shift in how and when the RA diagnosis is made. This poses limitations for generalizing findings of studies between different populations, treatment strategies and management guidelines.

About half of the cohort in paper I were participants in a randomized controlled trial for addition of low dose corticosteroids to MTX whereas the treatment of the remainder of the cohort was decided by observational, best clinical judgment by the treating rheumatologist. All patients were included before biological drugs had been introduced to the market. The inclusion criteria included fulfilling the ACR 1987 criteria for RA. The population thus represents a relatively high-risk group at baseline compared to today’s less strict diagnosis criteria [37]. While on average being relatively intensively and well treated for their time, management of new RA patients today is even more intensive, in particular for patients who are non-responders after a number of months, where additional treatment options are available today. It could be reasonable to expect that in clinical practice today, average rates of bone loss as well as average rates of radiographic damage scores would be lower than observed in paper I. As a comparison, the patients in paper IV participated in a randomized controlled trial on patients with early RA. After six months patients who had not responded satisfactorily to MTX monotherapy were randomized to either biologic treatment or intensified traditional DMARD therapy. The therapy given during the first year of that study probably better reflects the current clinical practice in Sweden for patients with recently diagnosed early RA than the treatment described in paper I.

The paper III cohort was collected in an opportunistic manner with little control over or information about the subjects. Hand images were extracted from digital archives based on database examination codes. If there was any relevant examination code that we failed to identify, or if any specific hand examination type did not correctly and systematically get a specific code, cases from those examination types would not have been included in the study.

There were a few X-ray labs that were configured with a very strong level of edge enhancement. As previously described, the influence from a very strong edge enhancement is not possible to evaluate due to the great number of possible edge enhancement algorithms. Such radiographs were therefore excluded. This might have cause a bias, because patients might have been imaged at different labs depending on referral indication.
Retrospectively analyzed, there was a difference in referral indication between the three emergency hospitals. Södersjukhuset appeared to be dominated by forearm fracture cases whereas Karolinska Solna and Karolinska Huddinge appeared to have had more varied indications, including more rheumatic patients. Rheumatic patients are more likely to have already been assessed for excessive fracture risk and therefore also have current anti-osteoporotic treatment. In hindsight, using only radiographs from Södersjukhuset might have increased the generalizability to that extent that it would have been worth the reduction in patient numbers. A follow up study is ongoing, where a subanalysis with cases recruited only from Södersjukhuset will be analyzed to validate the robustness across indications.

However, Södersjukhuset supplied the highest number of cases to the cohort in paper III and the indication for referral in the cohort as a whole appeared to be dominated by potential fracture. The study could be expected to be reasonably representative for patients over 40 years of age attending an emergency hospital having a hand X-ray made.

4.1.3. Automated joint space width measurement

RA radiographic damage is characterized both by erosions and narrowing of the joint area in the small joints of hands and feet. Erosions and joint space narrowing are often scored separately [34]. Experience from clinical trials has indicated that while loss of DXR-BMD has a strong association with progression of total radiographic damage score, the association may be stronger to the erosions component and weaker to the joint space narrowing component.

Hence, we set the hypothesis that the loss of DXR-BMD + reduction in joint space width in some of the joints might be a stronger biomarker of radiographic damage in RA than loss of DXR-BMD alone. If implemented to be evaluated automatically at the same time as processing DXR-BMD, the obtained JSW parameter could potentially increase the sensitivity at a very limited additional cost. Several other research groups have made approaches for automatic or semiautomatic joint space measurements in the past [38] with moderate success so far. Within the scope of this thesis, a method for fully automated measurement of joint space width of small joints in the hand to be automatically applied at the same time as DXR-BMD measurements was developed.

The DXR software uses an active shape model based approach for image registration to locate and validate the three middle metacarpals in a hand X-ray image [26]. This image registration functionality was reused and used as initialization vector. Two different approaches for locating small joints were implemented and tested.
One approach was based on the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [39] and the random sample consensus (RANSAC) [40]. Limitations on scale, rotation and localization were introduced based on known variation in hand anatomy and location of other joints in the same index.

A strength of patch-based methods such as SIFT is robustness towards clutter in the image, for example rings, erosions, fractures and deformities. The SIFT-based approach was tested for MCP, PIP and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints in digits 2, 3 and 4 of 159 hands with a single set of template joints, Figure 8, Figure 9. The failure rate was 0.42%, 1.26% and 2.1% for MCP, PIP and DIP joints respectively. That failure rate would be inconvenient if used in a clinical workflow. In particular the DIP joints were clearly sensitive to the level of extension of the joint.
Another approach that was explored was image registration based on fitting the texture of individual bones to a training set. The implementation was based on active appearance models as described by Cootes et al [41]. Within the DXR software code base there was preexisting code and models that could be reused for this purpose. With this method, a template for each bone is allowed to deform its shape and texture to a limited degree.

We hypothesized that the difference between the deformed model and the actual hand might be useful for detecting erosions in the joint area. After some experimentation however, we concluded that model difference alone with this approach might be insufficient to reliably quantify erosions. The texture was highly dependent on even small variations in rotation, projection and shape, Figure 10. It could be that fitting to a projected 3D model instead with requirement on continuous surfaces on the model could be a possible approach for erosion scoring. We did not pursue erosion quantification further in this project.

![Figure 9. Metacarpophalangeal, proximal interphalangeal and distal interphalangeal joints of digits 2, 3 and 4 located by SIFT+RANSAC method.](image)

![Figure 10. Difference between deformed model texture and image texture of two metacarpal heads. There are several erosions in the right image but they do not stand out clearly in relation to other deviations from the model.](image)
For measurement of joint space width of metacarpophalangeal joints, a radial joint model over $3\pi/8$ radians in the direction of the proximal phalangeal bone was fitted iteratively. Joint space width of interphalangeal joints was measured as an average over a width of 5.5 mm in the center of the joint. The interphalangeal joint analysis was a further development of the semi-automatic method used in [42] and [43].

Experimentation with robustness, reproducibility and association with JSN was carried out using a small dataset separate from paper IV. After experimentation, it was decided that limiting the JSW measurements to metacarpophalangeal joints (MCP) 2, 3 and 4 and proximal interphalangeal joints 2 and 3 and using the texture based registration method showed promise as a balance between robustness, reproducibility and association with JSN and this approach was selected for paper IV.

There has recently been great progress made in neural networks and deep learning methods that have dramatically reduced failure rates in computer vision systems [44]. Such methodology could potentially be used for automatic and robust JSN scoring, as well as for robustly locating of carpal joints and automated erosion scoring.

4.2. Discussion of results

4.2.1. Metacarpal bone loss as biomarker in early rheumatoid arthritis

A number of other studies by different research groups have studied DXR-BMD changes in different early RA patient populations, with different inclusion criteria, disease severity and treatment management [45][46][47][48][49][50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57][58][59][60][61]. There has been strong consistency in the association of elevated rate of DXR-BMD decrease and the progression of radiographic damage scores both on group and individual levels. Individuals and study populations with greater levels of disease severity and less intensive management have suffered more bone loss and more X-ray damage score progression than populations with lower baseline severity and more intensive treatment. In those trials that included randomized treatment groups, the group with the more potent treatment on average also suffered less metacarpal bone loss.

On the individual level, the findings have also been consistent across different settings with a theory that excessive osteoclast activation contributes both to increased rate of bone loss in the metacarpals and to development of erosions in joints as measured by manual radiographic scoring methods in hands and feet.
Paper I was consistent with the findings of previous and later studies and confirmed the association of metacarpal bone loss and radiographic progression in this pre-biologic era cohort of early RA patients. The association to radiographic progression was independent of other markers for disease activity and risk of future progression commonly available in clinical practice.

If progression of radiographic score during the first year was included as an explanatory variable, only ACPA status remained as an independent risk factor for radiographic progression to year 2, 5 and 8. Radiographic score is however not often available in clinical practice due to cost and lack of trained readers. Furthermore, a follow up time of 12 months is impractical in clinical practice. To be able to help swiftly guide therapeutic decisions, a biomarker should be able to determine whether an early RA patient is responding satisfactorily to a treatment or not within 3-6 months. Radiographic scoring methods have relatively low reproducibility in relation to the rate of progression. This reduces accuracy of change rate estimations when measured over short time periods. Traditional radiographic score is also often zero during the early phases of the disease.

4.2.2. Joint space width as biomarker in early rheumatoid arthritis

In paper IV, we explored if adding image processing of the radiographs, additional to the calculation of change in DXR-BMD, could increase the association to joint space narrowing component of the radiographic progression score. After informal testing during the development of the image analysis, we assumed that DIP joints JSW, as well as some PIP joints, were likely to detract more from overall performance than it would add. These parameters were therefore not investigated further.

In the study, change in MCP joints JSW was associated to progression of JSN score of hands and feet. The association was in line with our expectations, being weak but still comparable to the best of the clinical risk factors normally available in clinical practice. There were several reasons for us expecting the association to be weak; the accuracy of JSN score change is relatively low, a great intra-patient variability in joint destruction, and a low number of joints included in the scoring method (6 joints), while a greater number were included in the reference method (42 joints).

To our surprise the JSW change in the 4 PIP joints over 12 months did not show any association at all to the change in the 42 joints JSN score. Apparently the limitations mentioned previously made the power of our study too low to detect any association.
The image analysis implementation showed to be sufficiently robust to be usable in a clinical workflow. This is in contrast to other previous efforts at fully automated joint space width measurements [38]. When coupled with DXR-BMD measurements in the RA clinical workflow the developed JSW measurement would provide the rheumatologist an additional biomarker without requiring any extra human labor.

Based on observed reproducibility and magnitude of observed MCP JSW changes in paper IV, it appears that JSW requires longer follow up times than DXR-BMD to be accurate and relevant on an individual level. When measured in 6 MCP joints and appropriate image acquisition protocols are used a reasonable follow up time could be 4-6 months.

While easy and potentially at low added cost if done opportunistically at the same time as DXR-BMD processing, it is a question whether the relatively small added prognostic accuracy by the MCP JSW is worth the added complexity of having one more biomarker to relate to, or if a more comprehensive image analysis of more joints should be developed before introducing JSW as an additional biomarker in clinical practice.

### 4.2.3. DXR-BMD for fracture prediction

To the author’s knowledge, there had previously been four studies by three separate research groups evaluating DXR-BMD with hip and/or vertebral fracture end points [62][63][64]. All four previous studies concluded that DXR-BMD predicts fractures to a similar degree as forearm or calcaneal DXA, whereas femoral neck DXA predicts hip fractures to a superior degree and predicts non-hip major osteoporotic fractures to a similar degree as other BMD sites including DXR-BMD.

In the paper III study, higher age-adjusted hip fracture risk gradient and higher ROC AUC was observed than that reported for the patient cohorts in the earlier studies. We believe that the differences observed may be due to difference in patient characteristics. The patients included in our study may have had a lower baseline risk for hip fractures. They were on average younger but came from a greater age range and were already visiting the hospital for a reason, in many cases a wrist fracture.

Looking at relative hazard ratio by DXR-BMD T-score (Figure 7), it is clear that the relation is not exponential as assumed by HR/SD regression. HR/SD is therefore dependent on the distribution of BMD within the study population and thus the inclusion criteria. Extremely low BMD T-scores may be more common in the hands than in the central skeleton due to rheumatoid arthritis, which could possibly affect comparisons.
The findings of paper III is in accordance with the four previous studies with hip or spine fracture endpoints [62][63][64] and confirms the ability of DXR-BMD to identify individuals at increased risk for fracture. Unlike the other studies, this study does represent a specific setting where BMD can be measured opportunistically when a hand X-ray has already been acquired.

4.2.4. Use of historical radiographs for DXR-BMD in studies

DXR has for a long time been used to estimate metacarpal BMD and change of metacarpal BMD in historic cohorts where images were not acquired according to the DXR image acquisition protocol. In those studies, a level of validation of sufficient accuracy of bone loss measurements in the specific cohort has been provided by the significance of the findings, e.g. showing expected significant difference in bone loss between randomized treatment groups or showing significant gradient of fracture incidence. The influence of deviations from defined image acquisition parameters on the obtained DXR-BMD has however not been clear. This has in particular been a concern for studies evaluating longitudinal change of BMD, an approach common in studies on RA patients.

In paper II, the impact of a number of DXR protocol deviations that are common in historical radiographs was quantified. When planning studies with historical images, the findings in that study can help guiding which types of changes between baseline and follow up images that can be tolerated and which types of changes that are not acceptable, depending on expected effect size. Another important finding of that study was that none of the evaluated capture variations would substantially affect the outcome in studies of fracture risk based on absolute level of DXR-BMD.
5. Conclusion and clinical implications

5.1. Answers to research questions

A number of specific research questions were defined when outlining this thesis project, listed in the introduction section.

1) DXR-BMD can be used to detect increased bone loss in RA when the reproducibility error is substantially less than the effect size. The reproducibility error under several non-protocol conditions common in historical cohorts are listed in paper II. This and other studies have indicated the reproducibility error for DXR-BMD under protocol conditions to be in the order of 1-3 mg/cm². Paper I and other studies indicate that effect sizes from about 6 mg/cm²/month and down are common. Studies with down to 4 months follow up time have been published with a significant effect measured with DXR-BMD [45].

2) In early RA patients, detection of increased metacarpal bone loss adds prognostic information independently of age, sex, DAS28, ACPA and presence of erosions on X-ray at baseline. Bone loss does not add additional prognostic value if 12 months change in radiographic score is available.

3) Changes in DXR-BMD are associated with DAS28, ACPA and progression of radiographic score. While cross-sectional studies have shown associations between age and sex and the absolute level of DXR-BMD, no strong association has been observed between change in DXR-BMD and age or sex in RA patients.

4) See 1-3). The difference in average DXR-BMD effect size between treatments has been evaluated in a number of randomized controlled trials with different patient characteristics and settings.

5) a) The workflow implications of applying DXR-BMD in conjunction with mammography screening were evaluated in [65] which is not formally part of this dissertation but was published as part of this work. Adding a DXR-BMD measurement to the mammography screening examinations had minimal impact on the workflow and did not reduce the number of mammography exams done per day.
b) Low DXR-BMD was a strong predictor for incidence of hip fracture in individuals who had hand X-rays made in three major emergency care hospitals in the Stockholm region. Workflow implications of sending wrist fracture images and managing reports were not evaluated in this PhD project.

6) Automatic measurement of joint space width in metacarpophalangeal joints 2, 3 and 4 as implemented in this project does add a statistically significant but small independent value in prediction and treatment follow up in early RA. Joint space width of proximal interphalangeal joints 2 and 3 as implemented in this project did not add any additional value.

5.2. Clinical implications

5.2.1. Rheumatoid arthritis

The results in this thesis and other studies that have been published as part of this work may be of interest and importance for healthcare planning and the management of RA.

Currently therapeutic decision making in RA relies heavily on clinical markers of disease such as joint counts, inflammation markers and ACPA/RF as well as qualitative radiology reports. All currently existing markers are however limited in effectiveness and sensitivity, in particular in relation to progression of joint damage. At the same time the cost of drugs in RA has increased to significant levels. A number of new markers, including magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound and metacarpal bone loss rate, have been proposed to complement current clinical markers to further improve effectiveness, sensitivity to rate of joint damage and improve therapeutic decisions.

Our results concur with a large number of independent studies; DXR-BMD bone loss rate measured over periods down to 4 months consistently come out as an independent marker for increased risk for radiographic progression. DXR-BMD loss rate as a quantitative objective biomarker can thus improve the accuracy of early RA patients’ prognoses and accuracy of treatment efficacy follow up.

Automatic joint space width as implemented in this project is in the author’s opinion not yet effective enough to warrant application in clinical use.
5.2.2. Osteoporosis

The results of this thesis may also be of interest and importance for healthcare planning in the field of osteoporosis and in efforts to reduce incidence and the associated costs of fragility fractures in the population.

Our results concur with the 4 previous studies with hip and/or spine fracture endpoints that DXR-BMD is a strong predictor for fracture. Our results confirm the hip fracture prediction of DXR-BMD in a cohort of cases where hand or wrist X-ray images had been acquired for other purposes, predominantly after suspected wrist fracture. According to these findings, opportunistically applying DXR-BMD processing to hand X-ray images acquired for other purposes, especially at suspected fracture of the wrist or hand, can be an effective method to identify individuals who would benefit from anti-osteoporotic treatment.
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